). Despite such a significant role, the SO and is poorly sampled and less understood. fluorometer, radiometer etc. The atmospheric data collected was those of radiosonde.
70
Weather/Climate models are useful tools for studying climate systems. However, models still 
Data and Methods

138
The NGFS comprises of an atmosphere model with 574 waves in the zonal direction (T574), 
Where ‫‬ is the field variable at time 'i' and ‫ݍ‬ is observation/analysis variable at the time 'i' 182 of the field variable, n is the number of observation points in time.
183
Observed tracks of cyclones are obtained from JTWC best tracks data. 
Inter-comparison of NGFS, NCEP,ECMWF, UKMO Forecasts
230
The NGFS model forecasts of zonal winds at 850hpa and 500hpa are compared with the 231 TIGGE ensemble prediction system forecasts of NCEP, ECMWF and UKMO models. 
279
The bias of 500 hPa zonal winds also increases with increasing lead time. Comparing10 m, 280 850 hPa and 500 hPa, it is observed that the biases increase with increasing vertical height.
281
However the biases over all the vertical levels (10 m, 850 hPa and 500 hPa) and at all lead 
294
The larger deviations are associated with heavy rainfall locations. shown in the time longitude plot of MSLP(contours) overlaid on rainfall(shaded)in Figure 8 .
350
Again the propagations in MSLP are also well brought out in the model till Day 5 forecast.
351
No lead/lag is noticed in rainfall vs wind or rainfall vs MSLP even till Day5 forecasts,
352
indicating that the skill of the model is good and reliable. Table 4 shows the pattern correlation of the three parameters surface wind speed (10m), 
Sub-polar LPS
412
The sub-polar low pressure belt over the southern hemisphere forms over the periphery of forecasts. Hence the model is able to forecast these systems with good efficiency, five days in 431 advance.
432
Summary and Conclusions
433
The NGFS model performance is verified and found to be of good skill till Day 5 for rainfall, Stars indicates the observed track of the cyclone 
